that accommodates smartphones to provide the full immersive experience.
The fi rst VR fi lm on the Greenpeace app is based on material fi lmed by a Rainbow Warrior crew in the Arctic, complete with close-up encounters with polar bears. It is meant to raise awareness of the organisation's work to protect the area's natural environment that is now under particular threat as the disappearing sea ice offers new opportunities for shipping and for resource extraction (Curr. Biol. (2012) 22, R547-R550) . "Through the Greenpeace Virtual Explorer app we want our supporters to experience amazing places like the Amazon and Arctic, to see fi rst-hand exactly what it is we're campaigning to protect -and how important it is we succeed," the organisation said on its website.
In a follow-up fi lm project to be distributed via the app, director Chris Milk is telling the story of the resistance against the Munduruku hydroelectric dam project in the Tapájos basin in Brazil (Curr. Biol. (2016) 26, R779-R782) from the perspective of the Munduruku people, who are in danger of losing the land they depend on for their livelihoods.
Other indigenous populations are also opening their homes for virtual visitors, including yak herders in Central Asia and Maasai in Africa. Thus, many people can share experiences that they could not access in person without endangering You grew up in a land-locked country, why did you study marine sciences? My reasons were practical: I wanted to study an applied discipline so that I could work and contribute to a -yet unidentifi ed -developing country, to which I would eventually emigrate. To a biracial person -that's me! -Europe, in the 1970s, was as unwelcoming as it is now, and I wanted to get out. I began studying agronomy at Kiel University in Germany, because agriculture is important in developing countries, but after one semester of daily confrontations with old Nazis -they were still around in 1969 -I found refuge in the Institute of Marine Sciences. Strangely enough, my weird emigration plan worked eventually and I did spend a large part of my adult life working in tropical developing countries, in Asia, Africa and Latin America.
What did you contribute to these countries? At the risk of sounding grandiose, I think that I was able to contribute to the empowerment of fi sheries scientists in many tropical developing countries. I did this mainly by adapting the approaches and software devised for studying fi sheries in coldwater countries, where exploited fi sh species are few and where the age of individual fi sh can be readily estimated, for use in the tropics, where a multitude of species are exploited whose age and thus growth could not be estimated.
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Current Biology 27, R399-R407, June 5, 2017 R403 I was lucky in that I began this work just as programmable calculators, and later, personal computers became widely available. In the 1980s and 1990s, I taught these new approaches and the use of the software implementing them at numerous courses for government and other fi sheries scientists, many sponsored by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) in Africa, Asia, Europe, Oceania and Latin America. Many of these methods are still used, which is very gratifying.
Another line of work started when I realized that distributing bibliographiesthen the standard approach for disseminating scientifi c information to researchers in developing countries, which often lacked effective national library systems -was about as useful as distributing cookbooks to alleviate a famine. The point was to distribute the information itself, which I did with colleagues, such as Rainer Froese and 'Deng' Palomares, by creating a database for all fi sh species of the world that contains the key biological traits (on growth, reproduction, food and feeding habits, distribution, etc.) extracted from thousands of scientifi c papers. The result was FishBase (www.fi shbase.org) and later SeaLifeBase (www.sealifebase.org for marine animals other than fi shes). These databases now enjoy about 50 million page views throughout the world in spite of the fact that Wikipedia and Google Scholar have encroached into an area that was previously occupied by us alone. Incidentally, as is the case for Wikipedia, we are experiencing diffi culties in maintaining FishBase and SeaLifeBase as free information sources. In our age, maintaining a public good is diffi cult. But, in truth, the gap between fi sheries research and management, while now perhaps narrower than when I started, is still huge. We still massively overfi sh marine resources. This is frustrating, because we now know what should be done to put fi sheries on a sustainable path. One of the things we do know is that establishing marine reserves is a sine qua non of marine conservation. Marine conservation is necessary for fi sheries management because the industrial sector, left to its own devices, will capture the agencies that are supposed to regulate it, and then destroy the resources upon which it depends. I think, however, I have been effective in communicating this dynamic to a wide audience -though of course there are also fl at-earthers in fi sheries science -but again, it was easy, given the excesses of industrial fi shing and its geographic expansion since the second world war. This expansion was largely driven by successive collapses in traditional fi shing grounds, and hence the need for new fi shing grounds. We are now even pumping krill around Antarctica to feed farmed salmon.
Why did you move to Canada? I came to Canada for a very down-to-Earth reason: the International Center for Living Aquatic Resources Management (ICLARM), which had enabled me to work in many countries from a base in the Philippines, suffered a governance crisis at the hand of inept leaders. When in 1994 it became clear that ICLARM would cease being the research powerhouse that it was, I accepted a position at the University of British Columbia's newly founded Fisheries Centre (now: Institute for the Oceans and Fisheries), with the expectation that I would contribute to UBC's international outreach. I did this by founding the Sea Around Us.
What is the Sea Around Us? Named after the book by Rachel Carson, one of my heroes (the other is Charles Darwin, to whom I devoted a book, 'Darwin's fi shes'), the Sea Around Us is a research project I was able to launch in mid-1999 with the help of a generous grant from the Pew Charitable Trusts, and which is now funded by a variety of philanthropic foundations. Its mission, as for FishBase in the case of fi shes, is to make key information on marine fi sheries available to researchers globally (i.e., for all maritime countries, including the remotest small island states) so that empowered colleagues can perform their jobs better, providing fi sheries management advice based on accurate data in a timely fashion. The single most important information about fi sheries is their catch. Thus, we fi rst undertook to make available through graphs and maps the catch statistics that member countries submit annually to the FAO, and which were available only in tabular format. However, a close examination of these graphs and maps revealed that these offi cial catch data had issues that were not realized before, and we undertook a giant project to correct them, for all maritime countries, from the ground up. With the help of hundreds of colleagues throughout the world, notably many of the participants of various courses I had previously taught across fi ve continents, this 12-year project is now completed (www.seaaroundus.org). However, the 'reconstructed' catch data that this project yielded are globally around 50% higher than offi cial data and have sharply declined since 1996. These data will need to be updated regularly so that the various catch-derived indicators of the status of fi sheries worldwide, and their impact on marine ecosystems, remain current.
It seems everything worked. What didn't? There is one concept that I have had diffi culty getting across: my explanation of why fi sh grow the way they do. They tend to grow during their entire lives, but their maximum size and the size at which they fi rst mature are dependent on temperature and dissolved oxygen in a predictable fashion; they migrate such that they remain in the same temperature envelope, their food conversion effi ciency declines with size, etc. In Indonesia, in the mid-1970s, I had identifi ed the growth of fi sh as the key unknown in the management of tropical fi sh, and worked on this topic for my doctorate. The hypothesis I proposed has since been corroborated multiple times. Simply put, fi sh grow as much as the surface of their gills allows, which explains, among other things, why tuna grow fast, but rockfi sh grow slowly. However, the idea never got much traction with colleagues. But then, global warming came along, with warmer waters doing to marine and freshwater fi shes (and to aquatic invertebrates) all the things that are corollaries of the hypothesis that gill surface area is limiting growth and other processes in fi sh. Thus, temperature increases impact large fi sh more than small individuals of the same species, because they have a relatively smaller gill surface area per unit of body weight; they remain smallerbecause the size at which O 2 supply just meets tissue demand is reached at smaller size -and they mature at smaller sizes -because the metabolic level triggering maturation is reached at a lower threshold. Except for the above hypothesis, there is no single explanation for these patterns and several other related phenomena, and thus these ideas are gradually, and perhaps grudgingly, getting more attention than before. This would be nice if the context were not so awful, namely that we are describing the beginning of the unraveling of oceanic life.
So, as far as the future of the oceans is concerned, are you a pessimist or an optimist? Frankly, I hate to be asked that, because there never is time, at the end of public lectures or an interview, to explain that -in a very profound way -it doesn't matter what a person feels about the future. I do what I have to do for ocean conservation, irrespective of whether or not the ocean will 'die' a hundred years from now. Every generation has its challenge. My parents' generation had to deal with an attempt to abolish enlightenment values, and return to barbarism (the Nazis, again). This challenge had to be met, irrespective of whether a win was assured. Similarly, this generation -and yours, dear reader! -will have to confront the threats posed by global warming, species extinctions and our overpopulation. These must be confronted, if only to limit the damage. We have no choice , and the question is thus meaningless.
